In December 2016, STRIKE launched our first campaign on Kickstarter for the first smart baseball in the world. After a yearlong effort, the STRIKE baseball is in production now, and will begin delivery in December.
The pitching experience and to quickly starting using the STRIKE smart baseball is the most important aspect of the user experience. Past experience tells us that a complicated setup process and hardware calibration issues tend to scare away the users. STRIKE began by perfecting the smart baseball's hardware structure, and worked with multiple levels of baseball team, pitchers and coaches. Players from professional levels all the way down to little league teams were consulted, helping us develop this intuitive user experience.
As the first smart baseball in the world that is exclusively designed for pitchers, STRIKE’s fundraising campaign stated its functionalities as displaying spin rate, velocity, movement, all of which are extremely important information for the development of pitchers.

During the yearling development process, the STRIKE team also focused on its wireless charging capabilities, adopting the WPC standard and extending its charging distance. STRIKE’s Bluetooth low energy transmission is also stable at a range of up to 50 meters.

The STRIKE baseball has the exact same leather, seams and weight of a competition grade baseball, allowing the pitchers to throw a STRIKE baseball just like they would a regular baseball in the game. The internal electronics are safely protected, making STRIKE baseball completely impact resistant under any situation.
After our online fundraising campaign, the STRIKE smart baseball from Taiwan will now be a part of the upcoming 2017 Baseball Trade Show. This is the first public showcase of STRIKE, and all of its functionalities will be on display. We will have a pitching zone available for live testing of the STRIKE baseball. The perfect combination of baseball and Taiwan’s precision technology will be on display for all to see.

STRIKE will be a part of the 2017 Baseball Trade Show from 12/11 to 12/13. Our booth number is 1306.

The STRIKE baseball is the perfect combination of baseball and Taiwan’s precision technology. All of our preparation is focused on presenting STRIKE to the world.

The STRIKE team is dedicated in the development and promotion of baseball science. We want to help the baseball community experience the amazing capabilities of sports science. STRIKE brings sports science closer to our life, and takes the pitching experience beyond our imagination.